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How to Photograph
A hub for all facets of the fashion 
photograph and industry. We have
articles on published photographers, 
stylists, agents, models, and all movers
& shakers of the fashion photography 
industry.  The Fashion Photograph is
the one stop every fashion professional 
(or soon to be) should visit.

The Fashion Photograph
I’ve worked with Madonna, Kanye, Usher, VW, HP 
Computers,Ricky Martin, Mariah Carey, and every 
other iconic brand in the world. I started this 
page to share my experiences and accomplish-
ments with upcoming photographers and 
creatives. Not only is my page about teaching 
photography, but it’s about teaching
the business and client management
of photography.

Walid Azami
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Biography

Mission To educate, empower and encourage photographers around the world
with experiences that I have on sets with celebrities, models, and public personalities. 

Walid Azami is a Photographer|Director|Creative Consultant who got his start by working with Madonna + Co to create the 
multitude of projects under her brand. It was there that Walid realized 
his place in the creative world and began teaching himself photography & directing. That type of dedication and intent is 
what helped him create visuals for some of the world’s biggest icons and brands including Kanye West, Mariah Carey, Ricky 
Martin, Usher, Christina Aguilera, Volkswagen, HP Computers, Target Stores, and a video of the year nomination for Tamar 
Braxton’s debut release. What separates Walid’s work from the crowd is his ongoing a�air of creating for a purpose & with 
intent to convey a message through his art. With that type of work ethic and respect for his subjects, Walid’s work can be 
seen on magazine covers, billboards, television specials, and through a variety of other mediums. After several years of 
shooting, Walid questioned what success meant. "I still wanted great clients, still want beautiful images but my career 
began to feel empty. I needed ful�llment and that would come from helping others because the di�culty of starting my 
career was never forgotten." Walid started this project to share his experiences and accomplishments with others, hoping 
they also �nd a path to success. How to Photograph (with Walid Azami) is that project! 
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Demographics of IG

Men 64% Women 36%

25-34 36%
18-24 28%

Biggest Age Groups:

35-44 19%
45-54 8%

Impressions: 14,380 High, Average 9K
Engagement: 1,120 High
Comments: engaged community with high number
   of comment, and heavy response rate by Walid
Bookmarks: High rate, especially for educational blurbs 

30%
USA

3%
Canada

9%
India

4%
England

Top Cities: Los Angeles, New York, London

HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH

Men 52% Women 48%

25-34 40%
18-24 25%

Biggest Age Groups:

35-44 21%
45-54 8%

Impressions: 122,065 High, Average
Engagement: 4,888
Comments: high comments
Bookmarks: VERY high bookmark rate for images

17%
USA

4%
Canada

6%
India

4%
England

Top Cities: New York, Moscow, Los Angeles, London

THE FASHION PHOTOGRAPH
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@jajadevicaisphotography: Hi! I’ve been following your account 
for a while now and I really learn a lot from it. I could google this 
question, but I would really like your input. I want to upgrade my 
lens and I want to know which is better for my Canon. Which do

you recommend? 

@erniesanchez: Thank you for going live! I just got home and it’s 
the �rst time I saw you go live and I enjoyed it. Not many 

photographers of a high skill level tell or show their craft. (direct 
message) 

@nipunshakya: You are motivating everyone. Little by little. Thank 
you for your tips. 

@�ashlightimages: I’ve never heard of this tip. I’m de�nitely 
gonna try it - thanks a bunch, this page is one of my favorite 

pages. (posted on comment) 

@ajay10st: You’re an inspiration. I should be thanking you, I learn 
so much from your pictures and the techniques that you use. 

Thanks a lot for making everyone understand and getting good 
knowledge about photography. 

@photoheadz_multimedia: No problem. Thanks for all you do for 
us. Up and coming photographers needing to know stu� like 

that. 

Testimonials 
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Testimonials 

@taurathossain: Hi I hope this message �nds you well. I just 
wanted to say I love your page and all that you do. Also your 

views on inclusion and humanity (from what I’ve seen and read) is 
totally admirable since many are afraid to stand up or speak their 
mind for fear of losing followers. As a newer photographer, I hope 

to one day become like you. Keep it up and bless up. 

@michelle.rodriguez_: I’ve learned so much from your page! 
Always such a treat with my tea at the end of my day. Thank you 

for sharing all your knowledge. 

@doc_kikou: Maybe you’re busy to read this, @howtophotograph 
I’m not a great English writer, but every time I read your post, I 
want to say thank you. Your words and works mean so much to 

me, it bring me force to go and practice my passion and search ho 
to catch the image I want to share with others. I am not a 

photographer but just a person in love with photography and 
with beauty in every miserable moment of this life. So thank you 

so
much for your inspiring words, tips 

and all what you share. God bless you. 

@hanankhan_: Man you are brilliant! A true Photographer and my 
teacher. 
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Contact Information
Studio@WalidAzami.com 

Personal: 6125
HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH: 73.5K
THE FASHION PHOTOGRAPH: 28.7K

HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH: 29K
THE FASHION PHOTOGRAPH: 7.6K
WALID AZAMI: 11K

Websites

YouTube 500+

0305


